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The $40 Million Mystery

Ratepayers Win
Round In
DWP-Union Trusts

A

Special to the Valley Voice

judge granted Mayor Eric Garcetti’s legal counsel a pair
of victories in a continuing effort to force union leader
Brian D’Arcy to disclose how $40 million was spent at two
Department of Water and Power trusts.
Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Michael Linfield issued
final rulings directing D’Arcy, the DWP union chief, to recognize
Garcetti legal counsel Richard Llewellyn and Board of Water and
Power Commissioner Michael Fleming as trustees on the boards
of the two union trusts, the Joint Training Institute and Joint
Safety Institute.
D’Arcy is the business manager of International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, Local 18. He alleges Llewellyn and
Fleming are too closely tied to Garcetti, whose interests the
union contends are adverse to those of the trusts. According to
the lawsuit filed by Llewellyn and Fleming, D’Arcy and the other
three union-appointed board members are refusing to hold board
meetings because they refuse to recognize their appointments.
“However, IBEW has presented no evidence which
establishes that Llewellyn and Fleming are agents of the mayor
or are otherwise directed by the mayor,” Linfield wrote. “More
importantly, IBEW provides no evidence to support its speculative
assertion that the mayor’s interests are adverse to the interests of
the trusts.”
Linfield said there would be “irreparable harm” done to the
plaintiffs if he did not issue the injunction because it would be
comparable to someone being elected or appointed to office and
not being allowed to fulfill his or her duties.
Linfield also denied a motion by defense attorney D. William
Heine to force the case into arbitration. The judge also rejected Heine’s
request for a stay of his ruling pending the outcome of an appeal.
The judge scheduled a case management conference for Sept. 26.
City officials have been battling with D’Arcy and the
trusts to obtain access to their financial records, specifically to
determine how they spent $40 million in taxpayer money. D’Arcy
has refused to show the records to the city, despite a ruling by
another judge requiring the union to cooperate with an audit being
conducted by City Controller Ron Galperin. That ruling has been
appealed by D’Arcy.
Four DWP management appointees and four union
appointees govern the nonprofits.
Llewellyn and Fleming were appointed to the boards by the DWP
following the January departures of then-DWP General Manager Ron
Nichols and then-DWP Assistant General Manager Aram Benyamin.
With the dispute raging, Galperin announced last month he
would not authorize the scheduled $4 million city payment to the trusts.
City Attorney Mike Feuer filed a lawsuit asking that an independent
receiver be appointed to take over management of the trusts.

Holding DWP Union
Bo$$ d’Arcy Accountable
for Wasting Millions
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Expand Drilling in Aliso Canyon?

T

he Porter Ranch Neighborhood Council (“PRNC”) will focus their next board meeting on the topic of The
Termo Company’s proposal to expand their oil drilling efforts in Aliso Canyon. The meeting will take place
on Wednesday, August 6 at 6:00pm in The Porter Ranch Community School multi-purpose room, 12450 N
Mason Ave. Special guest speakers including representatives from LA County Supervisor’s office, Assemblyman
Scott Wilk’s office, State Senator Fran Pavley’s office, and Termo Company have been invited to present information
about the entire application process for Termo and to take questions from Porter Ranch residents and stakeholders.
The council urges the entire community to come out, ask questions and obtain as much information as possible.
Oil drilling in the area is nothing new. The Termo Company already has 14 wells in the Aliso Canyon area
north of Porter Ranch and has been operating there for decades. On April 1, 2014 a representative from The Termo
Company presented details of their project at a Porter Ranch Neighborhood Council meeting. The company’s
current proposal is to drill 12 new oil and gas wells on three separate pads covering 5.3 acres in the Aliso Canyon
fields, which encompasses an old orchard, two pastures, and over 100 oak trees. The proposed project also includes
improvements to the access roads, pruning of 131 oak trees, and the removal of one oak tree.
This area is what the Los Angeles County Department of Regional Planning deems a “Significant Ecological
Area” or “SEA,” and thus Termo has filed for a Significant Ecological Area Conditional Use Permit (“SEACUP”)
along with an Oak Tree Permit. The SEACUP process, according to LA County officials is the first of many review
steps any applicant must hurdle through in order to be granted project approval, which can take anywhere from
a couple of months to over one year.
At the July 8 PRNC meeting, the board passed a motion to draft a letter urging the County Department of
Regional Planning to conduct an Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”). According to the County Supervisor’s
office the EIR is not necessarily a compulsory phase of the application process. If an EIR is deemed not necessary
than the SEACUP period could be the only opportunity for public comment.
This proposed project is not a simple topic and raises many questions for all residents of Porter Ranch and
adjacent neighborhoods. One might ask if the drilling of oil on domestic soil, on a global scale, ultimately diminishes
the need for spending billions of dollars overseas to import the energy source. Another might ask how the drilling
of oil in our backyard might affect our quality of life including environmental issues, potential health hazards, and
much more. And of course there is the “F” word, “fracking.” What is fracking? How does it work and what
are the known benefits and drawbacks? Will Termo utilize the technique or other similar “well stimulation”
methods in their proposed drilling efforts? (Termo has stated that they do not plan to use fracking techniques in
the proposed project, but has stated they have used them in past drilling efforts.)
Save for perhaps a few residents and stakeholders who may work in the planning or oil drilling industries,
most of us including the PRNC are far from being fully educated on the topic, and thus probably far from making
a judicious decision whether to support or oppose the project. Further questions may include, on one hand, if the
community decides to support the project how will it directly impact and even benefit our neighborhood?
There are many questions to ask and much information to procure on this issue. It is the goal of the Porter
Ranch Neighborhood Council to provide a balanced platform for the community to come out and obtain as much
necessary information as possible, and to allow everyone to voice their questions and concerns regardless of their
position on the topic. The clock is ticking on the application process and so moving with a sense of urgency and
awareness is absolutely crucial. The PRNC sincerely hopes to see you on August 6.

By Jack Humphreville

ecently, Controller Ron Galperin indicated that he will not
authorize the “improper” payment of almost $4 million to
the Joint Safety and Joint Training Institutes because these
two nonprofits have refused to disclose how they spent in excess of
$40 million of Ratepayer money over the last fourteen years.  
City Attorney Mike Feuer then filed a lawsuit requesting
that the court appoint a receiver to oversee the trusts’ activities
as these two dysfunctional entities are a “personal fiefdom” for
Union Bo$$ Brian d’Arcy, the business manager of IBEW Local
18, our Department of Water and Power’s union.
Mayor Eric Garcetti is also playing team ball: “On behalf
of the Ratepayers, I urge the Court to appoint a receiver to
(Continued on page 7)

By Eric Nam, PRNC
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Welcome New Advertisers

ORTER RANCH QUALITY CARE – an urgent care office to treat walk-in patients and workrelated injuries, 19950 Rinaldi St., #100, 818-363-2273.
SSIST 2 SELL – see this fantastic Porter Ranch home for sale. Full service, flat fees, huge savings
(Page 8). 805-368-0226.
ASER BLAST - Just in time for family summer fun, the best place for birthdays, corporate
parties, and more. SEE AD and special coupon, an amazing 2 games for only $12, Monday through
Thursday. Whether you’re 8 or 78, you’ll love the Laser Tag Valencia Laser Blast, 23460 Cinema Drive,
Valencia, 661-255-1600.
ADWP - Statewide Drought! - Keep saving water, L.A. See the odd-even schedule in their ad inside.
Water conservation in L.A. is mandatory. Limit your outdoor watering to 3 days a week, 8 minutes
per station, before 9 a.m. or after 4 p. m. Energy use goes up along with the temperature, save energy!
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More services close to home =
more time to ride those waves.

PORTER RANCH PLAZA

We put the multi in multispecialty.

We could all use less time in the car and more time to enjoy life.
That’s why Facey offices have doctors who practice in over 20 fields.
Add to that our affiliation with Providence Health & Services, and you
have one of the most convenient options for care around. Visit us at
www.facey.com/more to discover all we have to offer your family.

JOINING US IN JULY:
Bhavana Arora, MD - Pediatrics

Porter Ranch Plaza
19950 Rinaldi St
Porter Ranch, CA 91326
(818) 403-2400
PHYSICIAN SPECIALTIES

Primary Care
Dermatology
Ear, Nose & Throat
Ortopedic Surgery
Podiatry
Rheumatology
Urology

David Chien, M.D.
Pediatrics

Tanya Falkowski, M.D.
Pediatrics

Elise Kwon, M.D.
Internal Medicine

Richard Landers, M.D.
Internal Medicine

open to existing patients only

Ali Goharbin, M.D.
Family Medicine

Susan Kranzpiller, M.D.
Family Medicine

Michael Nelson, M.D.
Internal Medicine

Alaleh Sareh, M.D.
Internal Medicine

open to existing patients only

Join Facey Medical Group at any time.
Facey Medical Group accepts many different health insurance plans, including
HMO, PPO and Medicare. Ask your insurance company how you can switch today.
For a list of the health plans we currently contract with, visit our website at
www.facey.com/insurance or call us any time at (818) 837-5755.
VISIT OUR FIVE OTHER SAN FERNANDO VALLEY LOCATIONS

Burbank

191 S. Buena Vista St
Suite 100
Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 869-7600

Mission Hills

11333 N Sepulveda Blvd
Mission Hills, CA 91345
(818) 365-9531
Urgent Care Services
Available Here

Northridge

18460 Roscoe Blvd
Northridge, CA 91325
(818) 734-3600

Tarzana Ob-Gyn

18411 Clark St
Suite 102
Tarzana, CA 91356
toll-free: (877) 503-0518

Tarzana Pediatrics
5525 Etiwanda Ave
Suite 212
Tarzana, CA 91356
(818) 996-9677

www.facey.com • twitter.com/faceymedical
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Six Separate States

The Draper Dream Would
be Our Nightmare

C

alifornia has launched more than a few inventions considered utopian that were
eventually adopted throughout the nation.
Some of the more famous are Sour Dough Bread, Barbie Dolls, Pet Rocks, Hula
Hoops, wetsuits, theme parks, the computer mouse, and—yes—even the Martini!
But no state has ever put forth a plan to completely replace itself—until now.
Tim Draper, a multimillionaire venture capitalist, would like to do just that.
If the constitutional amendment he is proposing succeeds, it would divide the Golden
State into 6 separate duchies each with its own sovereign government.
There is little doubt that Californians have strong differences about how exactly they
want to be identified and what traits best epitomize their particular regional lifestyles.
That diversity is part of our beauty.
There is little similarity between a Stockton cattle rancher, a business executive from
Los Angeles, a hi-tech entrepreneur from Silicon Valley and a fisherman from Eureka.
Under Draper’s plan none would have to go through Sacramento any longer to
address their concerns. Instead they would each have independent lawmaking bodies that
would compete with their neighboring states for revenues and services.
Of course many things such as water and electric power, mass transit, highway
systems, reservoirs and bridges, colleges and universities, hospitals, prisons and countless
other attributes of statehood already exist and the benefits are intended to be shared.
			
*		
*		
*
While some residents may consider themselves disadvantaged because they come
from regions that are less populous and rightfully complain they sometimes get short shrift,
as separate states their political clout would only be further fractured and diminished.
For example, one could envision the new state of Silicon Valley voting for reasons of
regional self-interest to refuse collection of taxes assessed on out-of-state businesses under
Proposition 39 which is adding billions of dollars to California’s treasury for education
and energy efficiency.
Pitting less populated, agriculture-based Fresno and Stockton, bulwarks of the
“Central California” under the Draper scheme, against mighty “Silicon Valley” with
commercial giants, San Francisco and San Jose, at its epicenters would be comparable to
Nevada dictating policy to California.
Central California with all its farms would have even less reason to negotiate with
chronically water-starved Los Angeles, the southern colossus that would dominate the
new state of “West California.”
As the drought-induced water wars escalate, it is not surprising that some polls show
Central Valley inhabitants favoring the Draper plan. It so happens that the majority of
valley residents tend to vote Republican as do many others along a large swath of territory
running through the state’s interior.
Many feel disempowered since the state, for now, is in the firm control of the
Democrats.
However, it was not that long ago
when Republican governors ruled and the
newly installed “open primary” system gives
outsiders a fighting chance to get in.
Carving up the state would only
accentuate these partisan divisions with little
incentives for the strongest regions to reach
agreements or strive for parity.
These are daunting problems that
cross territorial boundaries, affect all
residents, and require financial muscle and
maximum brainpower to be solved.
Draper’s fanciful notion may be
appealing to those who suffer from congenital
distemper regarding anything involving
government. For them dividing the state into
six would only be a start. For most of us his
dream would quickly turn into a nightmare.
(Richard Rubin writes about political
issues and is President of a public affairs management firm.)
- CityWatch
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The Orange Line, shown above in Warner Center, is a public transit success story.

Looking at Valley Rail
and Beyond

A

push to transform the popular Orange Line busway into the San Fernando
Valley’s first light rail line may also jumpstart a broader examination of what
the next chapter in L.A. County transportation could look like.
Metro’s Board of Directors is considering a motion to study options for
improving the Orange Line, along with the possibility of connecting the Orange, Red
and Gold Lines with Burbank and Bob Hope Airport. But that motion—by L.A. City
Councilmember Paul Krekorian, Mayor Eric Garcetti, Glendale City Councilman
Ara Najarian, Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky and Duarte Mayor John Fasana—has
now prompted a related push to create a roadmap to update Metro’s long term plans
for the entire county.
Taken together, both concepts, if approved by the agency’s full board, could
begin to give shape to the list of projects that might be included in potential new
transit sales tax measure that could be on the 2016 ballot.
“It has to be part of a transparent, inclusive and innovative long range planning
process from which a new sales tax ballot initiative should emerge,” said Santa
Monica Mayor Pam O’Connor, who proposed the countywide amendment along
with Lakewood Councilmember Diane Dubois and Supervisor Don Knabe at Metro’s
Planning and Programming Committee meeting this week.
The current push to investigate upgrades to the Orange Line comes after
Governor Jerry Brown recently signed into law a bill permitting ground-level rail in
the busway’s corridor.
				
*		
*		
*
Some have argued that other, less costly improvements are the best way to
improve the Orange Line—which is carrying nearly twice the people originally
projected and has been reaching capacity during rush hours.
But Coby King, board chairman of the Valley Industry and Commerce
Association, the primary backer of the new state legislation, said converting the bus
line to rail is the best way to serve the Valley’s 1.77 million residents.
“The problem is that the Orange Line has become a victim of its own success,”
King said. “We believe that rail is the answer. Let’s do the objective study and let
the chips fall where they will and we can make a decision on the facts—and a certain
amount of equity.”
King added that Measure R, the original 2008 half-cent sales tax measure to
fund transit projects, brought 36 miles of new rail to other parts of the county but
left the Valley with none. For the region to support a new tax measure, additional rail
lines for the Valley would have to be a part of the equation, he said.
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The Nightmare in Gaza:
They Choose, We Choose
By Ken Alpern

I

nasmuch as we want to turn our backs on the nightmares of the world, the world is
getting smaller and our local economies are increasingly being impacted by global
events. A downing of a civilian airliner here, a new warring conflict there, children
being used as human shields - all of these can and will someday affect our economic and
political future--right here at home!
The nightmare in Gaza is just that--a nightmare. The people there deserve a
better future, and yet the question must be vigorously asked: WHO are the greatest
threats to the present and future for Palestinian men, women and children?
Well, we can always go with the misinformed tripe and hype that goes with a complete
ignorance of history and greater detail--the Israelis and their Jewish worldwide allies
(and, oh yes, their fundamentalist Christian allies, to boot) are behind the Gaza bombing,
so clearly they are to blame.
We can also read the history of the creation of Israel, and the many givebacks of
Israeli territorial conquest after Israel was repeatedly blitzed by its several neighbors
in an attempt to wipe Israel off the map and help finish the job that the Third Reich
started. We can also read about the billions of Western (and Israeli) dollars to support
the Palestinians, and where that money went to.
Furthermore, it’s also of note to observe how so many Jewish individuals who
normally are as liberal as they come are suddenly so hawkish about the current Israel/
Gaza strife, and in particular those of the past two-three generations who’ve actually
lived through the nightmares of the Israeli/Arab wars, the PLO terrorist era, and the
repeated attempts of the West and Israel and the most intellectual Palestinian elements to
create a peaceful, modern Palestine.
Perhaps the older Jewish individuals, as well as younger Jews who’ve actually had
the curiosity to ask their parents what’s going on now--and what went on for generations-have been witness to the reality behind thetactics of Hamas, such as hiding their missiles
in religious institutions, hospitals and U.N. schools.
Those of us who remember the 1948 War of Israeli Independence, when the
Palestinians were told by their Arab neighbors and allies to leave Israel so the Jews could
be wiped out in a Nazi-like genocide ...
... but when that did not happen, and Israel both survived and took the lands of
those who’d left them to be slaughtered, the Palestinians were abandoned and left to die
in refugee camps by these same Arab neighbors.
Those who remember Kiryat Shemona, Munich, the Achille Lauro, the disco and
bus bombings aimed at civilians, etc., and recognize the role that Iran (Israel’s sworn
enemy and a nation dedicated to destroying Israel) has in arming the Palestinians have a
neverending battle with those who choose to ignore history as too boring and irrelevant-and therefore risk repeating it.
So while Libya and Iraq and Syria fall apart at the hands of the Islamists (who are
NOT mainstream Muslim, but who apparently delight in attracting those who once were
drawn to anarchism, fascism and communism as a way to control the greater population),
Turkey falls away from the West and tilts towards international pariahs such as Iran,
other nations can choose DIFFERENTLY.
WE must choose as well.
				
*		
*		
*
There MUST be a Palestine, and there MUST be an end to the suffering of the
Palestinians in Gaza and in the West Bank. It was not long ago that Gaza had a choice,
and elected not only a terrorist entity like Hamas (who, to be fair, also has a bureaucratic
wing that doesn’t just obsess over Jew-hatred and Christian-hatred), which then ended
democracy altogether by killing and expelling its Fatah rivals.
To be fair, the Fatah had and have a horrible history of fraud and corruption
under the late Yasser Arafat, who bilked the West for billions while exploiting (and even
prolonging, and aggravating) the poverty of the Palestinian refugees for his own benefit.
But Hamas, as evidenced in Gaza, appears to be no better than Arafat and the PLO.
Yet a leader like Mahmoud Abbas of the Palestinian Authority is an example of by
far more a reasonable man to do business with than Khaled Meshaal, the Hamas leader
living in luxury in Qatar while the Palestinian people wallow in poverty and hopelessness.
Palestinians can choose, and choose better than they’ve done in the past.
So what can Egypt and Israel choose? What can WE choose?  
We can certainly avoid the examples of Arafat and Meshaal and make sure that
Western funding goes to water, infrastructure, schools and economic enhancement for
the Palestinians ... instead of the missiles, tunnels, and other military operations to which
foreign aid has been diverted.
We can certainly limit-set with Iran and Turkey--whose leader, Recep Erdogan,
appears to be dedicated to dragging Turkey into the sewer of Islamism and who reportedly
no longer talks to President Obama--and we can certainly state the obvious :
IT IS HAMAS, AND IRAN, AND THOSE WHO SUPPORT THE DESTRUCTION
OF ISRAEL MORE THAN THE CREATION OF A PALESTINE, WHO ARE THE
GREATEST THREATS TO THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE.
Egypt took the bold step (and arguably, one that trampled the civil rights of many of its
people) of eschewing the Muslim Brotherhood and embracing Western modern civilization.
Israel also took the bold step (and, arguably, one that trampled the civil rights of many
Palestinians) of eschewing Hamas and any of its sympathizers and fighting to destroy Hamas.
What will be the result of the Gaza conflict is anyone’s guess, but of note is that both
liberal and conservative Jews (and their Christian and their other Western-influenced
allies) have coalesced behind Israel’s drive to end the reign of Hamas.  
Most of the regional Muslim neighbors, with the notable exceptions of Qatar, Turkey
and Iran, have ignored Hamas and left it to die--so perhaps they, too, have come to realize
that Hamas is no reasonable neighbor, friend or ally to anyone.
It is hoped that Western and humanitarian aid can reach and stay with the Palestinian
refugees...but without the secret diversions of foreign funds to military causes that have
been the mainstay of Palestinian leaders’ operations for decades (and to the unspeakable
suffering of most Palestinians).
That will be the ultimate fight--for Egypt and Israel to reopen the borders once the
military wing of Hamas is completely uprooted, in the same manner that we see Egypt
uprooting the Muslim Brotherhood, Hamas’ counterpart, in their own nation.
THERE WILL NEVER BE ANY SAFE ISRAEL WITHOUT A SAFE PALESTINE
... BUT THERE WILL NEVER BE A SAFE PALESTINE WITHOUT A HAMAS THAT
IS COMPLETELY ANNIHILATED.
(Ken Alpern is a Westside Village Zone Director and Board member of the Mar Vista Community
Council (MVCC), previously co-chaired its Planning and Outreach Committees, and currently is Co-Chair
of its MVCC Transportation/Infrastructure Committee. He is co-chair of the CD11 Transportation Advisory
Committee and chairs the nonprofit Transit Coalition, and can be reached at Alpern@MarVista.org .   He also
does regular commentary on the Mark Isler Radio Show on AM 870, and co-chairs the grassroots Friends of
the Green Line at www.fogl.us . The views expressed in this article are solely those of Mr. Alpern.)
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For many media, there's no moral
clarity in the Israel-Hamas war—
because they blatantly ignore the facts.
Dear Editor,
We’ve all been following coverage of Israel’s invasion of Gaza, and like me, you’re
no doubt frustrated---and sometimes infuriated---by the way many media report this
conflict. I hope you’ll join me in protesting this travesty of journalism.
Some media talk about the clichéd “cycle of violence” and the need for “mutual
restraint.” For them, the Israel-Hamas hostilities are like a deadly “he-said-she-said”
argument, in which both parties misbehave like headstrong children blinded by rage.
Other media focus on body counts---the number of Gazans (and especially Gazan
children) who were killed today. For them, Israel is a super-power bully beating up and
murdering helpless, innocent Arab civilians as they work and play.
In other words, there’s either no moral center in this conflict . . . or Israel is evil.
Of course, if you choose to ignore the facts and history of the matter, these perverse
conclusions can seem logical.
Both the New York Times and NPR are famous for their bias in reporting IsraelArab wars, and they follow suit in this one. Both these media and others, like MSNBC
and Jon Stewart, report the conflict as though it has no context and thus they consistently
(and conveniently) neglect to include several incontrovertible truths in their coverage.
Specifically, many media and their reporters fail to report
these five fundamental facts:
—Hamas is a terror organization that is openly sworn to Israel’s destruction.
—Hamas has rained more than 14,000 rockets on Israel since 2001, and despite
many cease-fire agreements continues to violate them and re-ignite the conflict with
renewed rocket attacks.
—Hamas aims its rockets purposefully at Israeli civilians, not at military targets.
(This is a war crime.)
—Israel never aims its attacks at Arab civilians unless the enemy is hiding among
them (and it usually warns those civilians first).
—Hamas hides its military installations and weapons in heavily populated civilian
areas, ensuring that when Israel attacks, Gazans will be hurt or killed. (Using civilians
as human shields is also a war crime.)
Once again commentator Charles Krauthammer fearlessly calls out his colleagues
in the media by providing historical and factual background that must be acknowledged
in any fair media coverage of this conflict.
Jim Sinkinson
Vice President, Facts and Logic About the Middle East (FLAME)

By Susan Estrich
erusalem used to be safe. It is nearly 40 miles from Gaza and 3,000 feet above sea
level. In the last go-round, the Hamas rockets couldn’t reach that far. Now they can.
Rockets were fired aimed at both Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, as Israel launched its own
offensive in Gaza. “Every Israeli is a target,” a Hamas spokesman was quoted in the
press.
How do they live like this, a friend asks, after speaking with colleagues in Israel.
The Israelis were calmer than me, my friend tells me.
They’re used to it. But what a thing to be used to.
There is, I suppose, a positive side to the state of uncertainty that is life in Israel. In
his stunning book, “My Promised Land,” Ari Shavit writes about the Israeli character,
the intensity, the passion, the full engagement with life, the entrepreneurial spirit and
willingness to take economic risks, all no doubt shaped by the reality of living in a land
where every Israeli is a target. It is no accident that Israel is a center for startups.
But as Israel calls up some 40,000 reservists, I cannot help but identify with the
40,000 mothers saying goodbye to their soldier sons and daughters, understanding that
when survival is at stake, everyone serves. This is part of life, my Israeli friends tell me.
I know.
The experts say that eventually, the parties will agree to a cease-fire, after both
sides have met the political demands to take action. Between now and then, there will
be deaths and injuries. Mothers on both sides will bury their children, which should not
be. And then what? Peace? No.
Just back to normal, back to one or two rockets a week, the usual in south Israel.
				
*		
*		
*
“The army will have to help us.” Can the army keep every child safe? Can the
army keep every soldier safe? If you are under attack by those who do not value human
life as we do, how can there be peace and quiet. If religious “leaders” can convince
gullible, vulnerable young men and women that the best thing they can do with their
lives is to die, killing Jews in the process, then how can there be peace and quiet?
Politics is the art of compromise. How do you compromise with those who see
themselves pursuing a religious mission to kill you? That is not what Islam dictates,
(Continued on page 6)
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3 Spiritual Lessons
from the Tour de France
By
Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford - Shepherd of the Hills

T

he Tour de France recently concluded in Paris, and as an avid cyclist, I watched the
race in complete awe of the intensity of the sport and the strength and endurance of
the athletes. Of course, I would never be able to race at the speed of the professionals,
but as I was writing my latest book, Walls Fall Down, about the seven-day victory God
gave the Israelites over Jericho, I got to thinking about what believers can learn from
the Tour de France to obtain victory in our spiritual walks.
In the Bible, the Apostle Paul actually compares the Christian life to race in 1
Corinthians 9:24-27. Here are three biblical lessons we glean from the Tour de France
on how to be victorious whether we are facing a personal battle or striving to accomplish
something extraordinary:
Race with purpose: Every cyclist in the Tour de France has one goal: to win (or help
his team leader win) the race. These athletes do not put themselves through months of
painful training for the purpose of taking a leisurely bike ride in Europe or aiming to
come in 57th place. No, their mission is to be the best. In 1 Corinthians 9:24, Paul writes,
“Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one gets the prize? Run in
such a way as to get the prize.” From the moment you decide to become a Christian—
from the very second you put your faith in Jesus Christ—your race begins. And it’s not
sprint; it’s a marathon. It’s a lifetime journey that takes commitment and perseverance.
It ends when you die, or when Jesus returns in glory (Matthew 24:30). Until that day
comes, your purpose in life as a believer is to love God and to love others (Matthew
22:36-39) and to make disciples as Jesus did (Matthew 28:19-20).
Practice self-discipline: Can you imagine the extreme physical training and the
strict dietary regimen that would be required to prepare one’s body to cycle across the
nearly 2300 miles of terrain for the Tour de France? How many people would be willing
to sacrifice time, energy, junk food, and hobbies in order to dedicate his or her entire
life to a sport?
Paul writes, “Everyone who competes in the games goes into strict training. They
do it to get a crown that will not last, but we do it to get a crown that will last forever.
Therefore I do not run like someone running aimlessly; I do not fight like a boxer
beating the air. No, I strike a blow to my body and make it my slave so that after I
have preached to others, I myself will not be disqualified for the prize” (1 Corinthians
9:25-27). The apostle ran the Christian race with purpose and was intentional about
rejecting worldly, temporal vices so that he would not be disqualified from the ultimate
prize of eternal life.
As I wrote my book Walls Fall Down: 7 Days Steps from the Battle of Jericho to
Overcome Any Challenge, the Lance Armstrong doping scandal had erupted in the

media. After convicting him of using
performance-enhancing
drugs,
the
US Anti-Doping Agency stripped
Armstrong of his seven Tour de France
titles and banned him from cycling.
Armstrong later stated that he broke
the rules because of the culture of
drugs in cycling—that by using
performance-enhancing drugs, he was
simply operating on a “level playing field.”
In sports and in the Christian life, there are no shortcuts. We
will not be victorious by impure means or by trying to fit in with the culture. We
simply must follow the guidelines God has set forth in His Word, the Bible, and win the
race the good old-fashioned way: with integrity, commitment, faith, and self-discipline.
Focus on the eternal rewards: Every cyclist in the Tour de France dreams of getting
to wear that iconic yellow jersey—the coveted prize awarded to the champion. In many
other sports, the winner receives a trophy. In the Olympics, it’s a gold medal. In the
Apostle Paul’s time, it was a crown, which was just a wreath made of wild olive leaves.
He writes, “They do it to get a crown that will not last, but we do it to get a crown that
will last forever” (v. 25). Paul is pointing out that, in any competition, the culmination of
all the hard work, sacrifice, blood, sweat, and tears produces a winner, and that winner
receives something that will not last forever. However, when we run the Christian race
and keep our faith in Jesus through life’s various trials, we will receive the crown of
eternal life (James 1:12; Revelation 2:10). We will spend an eternity with our Father in
Heaven where there will be no sorrow, pain, death, or disease (Revelation 21:4).
God has wonderful things prepared for those who love Him! The Tour de France
is an incredible event showcasing some of the greatest athletes in the world. But the
Christian race has far greater implications. So run your race with purpose. Don’t be
distracted or led astray by the things of this world. And keep your eyes fixed on the prize:
the crown of eternal life. No other prize is better. No other victory is sweeter.
Dudley Rutherford is the author of Walls Fall Down and the senior pastor of
the 10,000-member Shepherd Church in Porter Ranch (Los Angeles), California.
You can connect with Dudley online at www.WallsFallDownBook.com or on
Twitter @pastordudley.

I

magine a school where the student experience goes beyond
textbooks, homework, and lectures. A school where academics
and learning are just as valuable as family spirit; a school that
prepares students for a lifetime of success by incorporating a
challenging Catholic education with moral, spiritual and religious
development. All in an environment that supports caring and respect
for all. We’re not just a school; we’re a family.

Call today to schedule a

CAMPUS TOUR
Middle School
818.363.8127
19800 Devonshire St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311

REDEFINE

Strength
At Porter Ranch Quality Care, we
understand that illnesses and injuries
require prompt diagnoses and treatments.
As an urgent care office designed to treat
walk-in patients and work-related injuries,
we provide an alternative to the long wait
times and high costs you’ll find in the
hospital and emergency room.
Open Monday - Friday from 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
and Saturdays from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

High School
818.347.8300
7500 Chaminade Ave.
West Hills, CA 91304

Porter Ranch Quality Care provides:
• Treatment from both doctors and
physician assistants

A Catholic school in the Marianist tradition for grades 6 - 12.
Setting the standard for Catholic education.

• On-site X-ray and laboratory

Walk-Ins Welcome.
Office Location:
19950 Rinaldi Street #100 | Northridge, CA 91326
Corner of Rinaldi and Porter Ranch Drive

www.chaminade.org
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Pensions for Dummies
By Jack Humphreville

T

he 18% investment gains reported by the California Public
Employees Retirement System (“CalPERS”) for the year
end June 30, 2014 bodes well for the City’s two seriously
underfunded pension plans and its projected budget deficit.
But one year of fat returns on its pension plans does not even
begin to solve the City’s financial mess as our City is burdened with
a cumulative budget deficit of $425 million over the next three years
and more than $30 billion of long term liabilities (unfunded pension
liabilities; deferred maintenance on our streets, sidewalks, and the
rest of our infrastructure; and long term debt).
If the investment gains for the City’s two pension plans approach
the returns achieved by CalPERS, then the unfunded pension
liability will most likely decrease from $10 billion (74% funded) to
$8 billion, representing a funded ratio approaching 80%.  
In the real world, however, the City would be required to use a
more realistic investment return assumption which would result in an
unfunded pension liability of more than $15 billion (65% funded).  
The impact the City’s Annual Required Contribution to its
two pension plans is much more complicated as there are so many
moving pieces that even financially sophisticated analysts have a
hard time understanding what is going on.
Next year, the City’s pension contribution is projected to
balloon to over $1.1 billion, an $80 million, 8% increase. This
expense will consume almost 22% of the General Fund budget.  
However, this increase may be mitigated since the unfunded
pension liability has been lowered by $2 billion, meaning that
the annual payments to amortize this huge liability will be less
than expected. This is the result of the actual 18% rate of return
exceeding the investment return assumption of 7.75%.
The annual contribution will also be lowered as the pension
funds resort to an accounting gimmick by reverting to a six year
“smoothing layer.” This will allow the pension plans to avoid the
recognition of an estimated $450 million in accrued losses next year.   
On the other hand, annual contributions will be increased as

the pension funds lower their investment return assumption to
7.5% from 7.75%. According to the City Administrative Officer,
this change will increase the annual contribution by $80 million.
There are also a number of other assumptions that are
thrown into the black box, including, but certainly not limited
to, mortality rates, the rate of inflation, salary increases, and
retirement patterns.   
Pension accounting and the process for determining the
annual pension contribution is very complicated, subject to
manipulation, and is not transparent to the voters and even the
City Council.
Rather than treating us like mushrooms (in the dark and
covered with manure), the City Council would be wise to follow up
on the recommendation of Mickey Kantor’s LA 2020 Commission
to establish a “Commission for Retirement Security” that would
“review the City’s retirement obligations in order to promote an
accurate understanding of the facts.”
This politically appointed, well-funded commission and their
experts would have full access to City records. It would submit a
report within 120 days on its findings and with recommendations
on how to achieve “equilibrium on retirement costs by 2020.”
This report would delve into the workings of the City’s
pension plans, why pension contributions have increased by more
than four times over the last decade, and the reasoning for its
recommendations.
But this commission must also provide us with a Pension for
Dummies version that allows voters and our elected officials to
have a better understanding of the City’s two pension plans, how
the City managed to incur a $15 billion unfunded pension liability,
and how the City intends to fully fund its two pension plans over
the next twenty years.  
Otherwise, the City Council will not begin the process of
earning the trust, confidence, and respect of the voters.
- City Watch

THE FINEST HOMES
IN THE FINEST LOCATION

Did you know? The LAUSD
supply warehouse sold 8,586,308
crayons to schools from
2000 to 2014.

Porter Ranch
Turns Over A
New Leaf
R

esidents have been expressing concern for trees
dying from beetle infestations in Porter Ranch
near the 118 and Reseda, worried that the problem
could spread throughout the neighborhood. At the July 8
Porter Ranch Neighborhood Council meeting, Caltrans
Deputy District Director of Maintenance, Deborah Wong
tackled the issue head on with a solid plan to thwart
beetle expansion and restore our roadside woodlands.
She prefaced her remarks by informing us that prior to
her current role, she led the North Region Maintenance
Design Team taking special care to ensure a smooth ride
on all of the freeways on the north end of Los Angeles
County, including the 118.
With respect to the tree problem, she noted that in
the 2013-2014 fiscal year she had 100 dead trees removed
on the north side of the 118. In the new 2014-2015 fiscal
year she has developed a plan to remove the remainder
of the dead trees. Further, she will put a project out to bid
in the November timeframe for $250,000 worth of work
to replant trees and restore irrigation. The trees that will
be planted are all natives, drought tolerant, maintenance
friendly, and quick growing, and not effected by beetles:
Silk Tree, Deodar Cedar, Red Ironbark, Raywood Ash,
California Sycamore and Fremont Cottonwood. Trees
will be 15 gallon container size.
Her staff discovered that there is a break in the
irrigation line to the north side of the 118 near Wilbur.
Rather than try to repair the line, which would have a
negative impact to drivers during construction and create
continuing road maintenance problems, a new water line
will cross the freeway affixed to the underside of a bridge.
The timing of the project calls for the dead trees
to be removed in the next two months and new trees
and irrigation installed in the spring of 2015. You may
have noticed that tree removal has already begun.
Many thanks to our Caltrans expert for taking care
of Porter Ranch!
Please join us at our next Porter Ranch
Neighborhood Council meeting to explore other issues of
interest to Porter Ranch on Wednesday, August 6, 6pm
at the Porter Ranch Community School Multipurpose
Room, 12450 Mason Avenue. Note the new time and
location. Find out more: www.PRNC.org.

Porter Ranch K-8 Community School with 924 API 
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Affordable new
luxury townhomes
From the upper $400,000s
(818) 993-1856

TollBrothers.com
Open Every Day 11-6. Brokers welcome. Homes available nationwide. Prices subject to change without
notice. Photos are images only and should not be relied upon to confirm applicable features. This is not
an offering where prohibited by law. CA BRE License No. 01206770. BUILDER magazine, May 2014.
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The only new single-family
homes in Porter Ranch
From the upper $800,000s
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not as it has been understood, but it is how it is
understood by the radicals who are determined to
destroy Israel.
I read some of the comments posted in response
to the story of the brutal killing of the three Israeli
teenagers. The comments were as frightening as
the story. People spewing hate against Israel, the
aggressor, the occupier, and saying we Americans
should let them go it alone, not waste our dollars or
our hearts. And when accused of anti-Seminitism,
they always say it’s not about Jews, it’s about Israel.
I have bad news for the Israel-haters. The same
people who hate Israel also hate Jews and Americans,
wherever we live, hate our traditions of equality and
freedom, hate those who would allow women to be
educated and to have control of their lives and bodies.
It is not only Israel that is threatened by extremism,
even if the bombs are not falling here. And it is not
only Israel that must fight back.COPYRIGHT 2014
CREATORS.COM
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“Seinfeld” Turns 25,
Still Master of Its Domain
By Kevin Roderick

“

Seinfield” premiered on NBC 25 years ago, as a summer replacement show called
“The Seinfeld Chronicles.” As a piece at The Week puts it, “though it hasn’t produced
a new episode since 1998, the series has earned $3.1 billion from reruns alone and still
lords over the writers’ rooms of dozens of sitcoms looking to replicate its success.”
Seinfeld’s genius, of course, was turning “nothing” into comedy gold. Significant time was
spent on magnifying everything, from waiting for a table at a Chinese restaurantto the importance of shirt button placement to the best kind of babka. The comedy wasn’t in the situation
— it was in the characters’ reaction to it. That made it unique among all sitcoms of its era....
Pre-Seinfeld, the sitcom was a genre renowned for mollycoddling its audiences.
Contemporaries like “Married… with Children,” “The Cosby Show,” and even “Cheers”
all followed a familiar format, with their (relatively) likeable characters doing (relatively)
wholesome things. Seinfeld gave us a different group: the hypercritical titular comedian,
the eternally shallow Elaine, the slacker supreme Kramer, and George Costanza, who was
such a loser that it practically defied superlatives.
These are characters who reveled in each others’ misfortunes, or the misfortunes of
any innocent bystanders unfortunate enough to get caught in their orbit. Over the course
of the series, they demonstrated their fundamental flaws: dumping lovers for failing to put
exclamation marks at the end of phone messages, getting a hapless restaurateur deported,
and even breathing a sigh of relief when a bride-to-be died of a rare case of glue poisoning.
As the judge said in the series-ending trial of the show’s finale: “I don’t know how, or
under what circumstances the four of you found each other, but your callous indifference
and utter disregard for everything that is good and decent has rocked the very foundation
upon which our society is built.”
- LA Observed

Seinfeld cast members with James Hong in the second season’s Chinese
restaurant episode. Sony photo

Holding DWP Union Bo$$ d’Arcy
Accountable for Wasting Millions
(Continued from page 1)

run these trusts to restore oversight and transparency. This is the Ratepayers’ money, and
they have a right to follow their money.” (Photo: Garcetti, Feuer, Galperin strategizing? …
at Brents Deli)
Controller Galperin and Union Bo$$ d’Arcy are also duking it out in the courts as a
result of Bo$$ d’Arcy’s unsuccessful effort to squash Galperin’s January subpoena for the
financial records of the two tax exempt trusts and Bo$$ d’Arcy’s subsequent appeal of the
Superior Court’s ruling in favor of transparency.
But all this litigation and posturing is no doubt costing big bucks, all of which, including
the IBEW’s share, will be footed by the Ratepayers, one way or other as the Ratepayer funded
trusts are paying the bill for Bo$$ d’Arcy’s unilateral decision to contest the Controller’s
subpoena without the consent of the DWP trustees.
Union Bo$$ d’Arcy has also threatened to cause “trouble” if DWP does not make
the payment that is part of last year’s collective bargaining agreement. Of course, some
would say it is just more “trouble” as the IBEW has been less than cooperative in the
implementation of the Power Reliability Program that is designed to improve the Power
System’s aging infrastructure.
Despite these very real threats, Galperin, Feuer, and Garcetti must continue in their
efforts to enforce the law that requires the full and complete disclosure of the trusts’ financial

August, 2014

records as the Ratepayers and voters are convinced that Bo$$ d’Arcy is trying to cover up
a major league misappropriation of our hard earned money.   
This trio of elected officials need to hold Union Bo$$ d’Arcy and the other IBEW
appointed trustees accountable for their actions by holding them personally liable for any
and all expenses associated with the litigation and the misuse of the trusts’ assets.  
They need to form an alliance with the Ratepayers and voters to “encourage”
the City Council to join their efforts to require the full and complete disclosure of the
trusts’ financial data, no strings attached. But this may prove difficult as at least ten of its
members have been beneficiaries of Union Bo$$ d’Arcy’s campaign slush funds.
They must convince the County Federation of Labor and other local unions that
the failure to make the $4 million payment to the trusts is not a violation of the collective
bargaining process, but an ethical issue involving transparency and the possible misuse of
Ratepayer funds.
Our elected officials must also play real hard ball by working with the District
Attorney and the Internal Revenue Service to see if the trustees, the trusts, and IBEW
Local 18 local have violated the law or engaged in tax fraud.  
Finally, union members need to demand that Local 18 put an end to this mess
that is an embarrassment to the City, the DWP, and all of its employees.
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CityWatch

The Mysterious
Ways of City Hall
By Ron Kaye

A

year or so ago, the street paving trucks descended on our modest San Fernando
Valley tract just north of Victory Boulevard and went about scraping the asphalt
down to the road base and then pouring newasphalt and compacting the surface
into a beautiful new road.
What was so mysterious was they seemed to pick every other street and the culde-sacs and then skip the rest including the street where I’ve lived for more than a
quarter of a century.
It was reminiscent of when a few years earlier, city crews ramped all the sidewalk
corners in the tract but did nothing to fix the stretches between the street corners so the
residents of the handicapped center around the corner still found it was safer to use the
streets and not the sidewalks to move about. So much for compliance with the Americans
with Disability Act.
Recently, the city trucks were back and paved all the streets they missed last time. It
was disruptive but efficient, an upgrade to the appearance of the tract and the quality of the
lives the couple of hundred families who live here.
What was inexplicable is the spine of the two sides of the 50-yearold tract between
Winnetka and Corbin is Oakdale and it is still just as cracked and rutted as ever.
My wife asked a construction supervisor about that and he laughed, saying that is how
the city works everywhere, that the crews don’t have a clue why one street is being repaved
and the one perpendicular to it is being left crumbling and broken.
As to Oakdale, no, he said, it isn’t on any schedule for repaving.
				
*		
*		
*
We all know that at the highest levels, City Hall is rotten, a closed system of corruption
that serves the insiders, the influential, the players who grease the skids and make the system
work for that narrow class of people who actually matter in this soulless city of four million.
What is baffling is why the bureaucrats with their grossly inflated salaries and benefits
don’t do a better job.  
The best I can do is suggest that my years of observing government and working in
corporate journalism have convinced me of the single most inviolable rule of collective life:
If the big people at the top are corrupt and incompetent, the little people at the bottom are
corrupt and incompetent.
All I can tell you is that with 20 or so staffers in every Council office, you would think
that your public servants would be on top if every little detail going on in their district and
making sure the people were getting the service they deserve.
Why would we expect less from the highest paid municipal officials and staff in America
with all their perks and benefits? Why do we expect so little from them?
As a neighbor commented on nextdoor.com: “Oakdale is not even on the list for next
year to be paved ... It is dangerous … my wife has gone to the councilman’s staff to no avail.
They just make excuses.”
(Ron Kaye is a lifetime journalist, writer and political observer. He is the former editor of
the Daily News and the founder of the Saving LA Project. He writes occasionally for CityWatch
and can be reached atRon@RonKayeLA.com)

T

L.A. Teachers Take
More Militant Stance

he new leader of the Los Angeles teachers union signaled a more militant stance
toward the school district at a national teachers union convention last month,
including the possibility of a strike.
Alex Caputo-Pearl, who took office July 1, characterized a work stoppage as a
potentially effective part of broader social action to benefit students as well as their
instructors, the Los Angeles Times reported. Hs remarks drew cheers at the weekend
convention of the American Federation of Teachers in downtown L.A.
In an interview, L.A. schools Superintendent John Deasy also sought to reach
teachers, urging them to agree to terms similar to those achieved by other employee
unions in the nation’s second-largest school system, according to The Times. UTLA
is seeking a 17.6 percent raise over several years.
The new L.A. union leader framed his remarks around defining “social movement unionism,” which he said is “explicit about fighting for racial and social justice.
It’s explicit in fighting against privatization. It’s explicit in taking people on who
need to be taken on, including a lot of Democrats.”
He added, according to The Times: “It’s a unionism that is willing to strike. It’s
a unionism that is willing to build to a strike and strike if that’s what we need to do.”
Caputo-Pearl added that he’d already advised members by letter to begin putting
aside savings for a possible strike.
He also announced a major internal reorganization within United Teachers Los
Angeles and signaled his intention to seek higher member dues to make the union a
more effective political force, The Times reported.
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$11.5 Million Project

Canoga Park Shows Off
Green River Milestone

I

mproving the Los Angeles River has become a local cause célèbre, with increasing
numbers of Angelenos pushing to transform the concrete channel into a place where
people can exercise, play and relax.
Last month, L.A. County takes a big step toward that goal when it opened the
L.A. River Headwaters Project, which is located at the river’s official beginning—the
convergence of Calabasas and Bell creeks in Canoga Park.
The $11.5 million project is the river’s largest greenway improvement so far, with
2.5 miles of upgrades that benefit the public and the environment. Cung Nguyen, the
river’s watershed manager for the Department of Public Works, said the opening is an
important milestone.
“If we improve the beginning and end of the river, then we can start filling in all
the gaps,” Nguyen said. “Ultimately, the grand picture is to provide connectivity for
recreation along the whole river.”
Joggers and bicyclists will gain access to 2.5 miles of new trails (1¼-mile in each
direction) on which to ride and run, passing safely under street crossings and over
pedestrian bridges. Rest areas with benches will provide pit stops for those who prefer
to take a slower pace.
Native landscaping replaces the former backdrop of an access road and chain
link fencing. It also creates new habitat for wildlife, including 300 species of migratory
birds that rest their wings by the river. Maintenance crews have been trained to know
when nesting seasons are so they won’t disturb the avian guests as they pass through.
The project is still designed to help prevent devastating floods while reducing
the amount of urban runoff with bioswales—subsurface plant and sediment-filled
structures that let water seep into the ground to be filtered naturally rather than getting
fast-tracked, pollutants and all, into the ocean. Nguyen estimated that up to 587,000

Native landscaping replaces a stark access road and chain-link fencing . Photo/Public Works

gallons of water will be recaptured in an average year.
The headwaters project is funded by the county Flood Control District, along
with a $1.8 million grant from Prop. 84, a state initiative dedicated to improving water
systems. The project originated with the 1996 L.A. River Master Plan, which recognized
the waterway’s importance as a natural resource and targeted publicly-owned lands
for future projects. More than 50 of those projects have been completed to date, with
another 50 or so to come. Coming up are more greenways like the headwaters project
as well as things like wetlands, parks, bike paths and kayaking programs. Another
San Fernando Valley greenway, the half-mile Valleyheart Riverwalk project, opened
between Studio City and Sherman Oaks.
While those project-by-project efforts continue, a $1 billion revitalization
plan approved by the Army Corps of Engineers in May is expected to drastically improve
a sweeping 11-mile section of the river between downtown L.A. and Elysian Park.
But every piece matters; even after the entire river is revitalized, few people will
use all 51 miles of it in a single day. The local community of Canoga Park stands to
benefit most from the headwaters project, something that Luis Rodriguez, principal
of Canoga Park High School, is keenly aware of. His school sits just west of the
headwaters. He sees a great educational opportunity for his students, who have been
focusing on topics like water conservation and drought-resistant plants in the context
of one of California’s most severe water shortages on record.

F

Giant Snails?
No, Thanks!

ederal inspectors at Los Angeles International Airport seized a shipment
of 67 giant African snails, which are classified as “a very serious threat” to
agriculture and public health in the United States.
Lee Harty of U.S. Customs and Border Protection said the snails, which
weighed about 35 pounds, were in a shipment from Lagos, Nigeria, and were
destined for San Dimas. Paperwork accompanying the shipment, seized July 1,
described them as being for human consumption.
Native to Africa, the snails are also known as giant African land snails, West
African snails, West African land snails, or banana rasp snails. They are considered
a public health threat because they often contain parasites.
“This significant interception of giant African snails is the first time this pest
has been encountered in such large quantity and as a consumption entry by CBP in
Los Angeles,” said Todd Owen, CBP’s director of field operations in Los Angeles.
According to the USDA, “these pests are a very serious threat to our
agriculture, natural ecosystem, public health, and economy ... (and) can consume
more than 500 types of plants.”
August, 2014
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Got Water? You Can Make
Millions in California
By Sarah Goodyear
Water is set to become the most valuable resource on earth, even more precious than oil,”
writes Ophélie Mortier, the responsible investment coordinator at the Belgian finance
firm Petercam. “Corporations should adapt to this reality and integrate it into their daily
operations. But luckily, this also opens up investment opportunities.”
Mortier’s blog post on the subject, illustrated with a grim map that shows how much
of the globe is projected to be hurting for water in 2025, went up just a few days ago.
In drought-stricken California, some people are already finding ways to cash in on the
water shortage there. According to the Associated Press, a couple of lucky water districts
with excess supply, as well as some private landowners, are making big bucks by auctioning
excess water rights to the highest bidder this year. The AP’s Garance Burke writes:
In California, the sellers include those who hold claims on water that date back a
century, private firms who are extracting groundwater and landowners who stored water
when it was plentiful in underground caverns known as water banks.
“This year the market is unbelievable,” said Thomas Greci, the general manager of the
Madera Irrigation District, which recently made nearly $7 million from selling about 3,200
acre-feet. “And this is a way to pay our bills.” [An “acre foot” is the amount of water it takes
to cover an acre of land one foot deep.]
All of the district’s water went to farms; the city of Santa Barbara, which has its own
water shortages, was outbid.
The rush to pump banked water for sale might result in some wells running dry by the
end of the summer.
California has an incredibly complicated system of water management, in which hundreds
of water districts make decisions at the local level, and the competition between agricultural,
environmental, industrial and urban needs is intense. Critics have long said that the way water
is managed by the state is flawed. “If you have a really scarce natural resource that the state’s
economy depends on, it would be nice to have it run efficiently and transparently,” Richard
Howitt, professor emeritus at the University of California, Davis, told the AP.
The fevered water market in California is just one indication of how fierce the battles over
water in the American West and other waterscarce areas of the globe could get. In Colorado
back in 2012, before this latest drought took hold, agriculture and environmental advocates
were already expressing concern over the way fracking concerns were outbidding farmers at
water auctions in that state.In Colorado in 2013, farmers who had been paying up to $100
per acre foot were competing with energy companies willing to pay between $1,200 and
$2,900 for the same amount.
This competition for resources is sharpened by a booming urban population in much of
the American West. It is also set against a dawning understanding among researchers that the
region was in the midst of an unusually wet period during the 20th century, and that in the era
before European settlement, major regional water sources such as the Colorado River were
significantly lower than they were when the United States began its westward push.
So while water districts might be cashing in by selling water now, we all need to be
thinking more about the true value of water going forward. “Water is at the heart of many
economic and financial challenges and has become a real financial asset,” writes Petercam’s
Mortier. “From a risk perspective, companies underestimating how fast things evolve may
incur significant costs to their balance sheet.”
From a risk perspective, you might add, states and nations underestimating how fast
things evolve may incur significant costs to their societies.
 	
(Sarah Goodyear is a contributor to   Next City who writes about cities and how
they work. Originally posted at Next City and publicceo.com)

“

L.A. Observed

A Good Walk Spoiled... By
Overwatering 18 Holes

M

By Jon Christensen and Mark Gold

ark Gold writes: I’ve been an environmental scientist and activist for nearly 30
years. During that time, I’ve continued in a recreational pursuit that isn’t exactly
consistent with my career pursuit of water conservation, clean water and habitat
conservation: golf.
I’m confessing my longterm addiction to the game, because I played 18 holes
atRancho Park Golf Course last month and the experience was the proverbial last straw.
There were small ponds three inches deep right next to at least three greens. And Rancho
doesn’t have any water hazards. In addition, there were sections on the tee boxes and
some of the fairways that could qualify as wetland and waters of the United States, even
under the current Supreme Court’s definitions.
Many Central Valley farmers have finally stopped flood irrigation in the last couple
of years, yet we’re still flooding--or at least severely overwatering--our local municipal
golf courses. Any runoff leaving a golf course during the spring, summer or fall is an
absolute waste of potable water.
I’m not suggesting that the city should let golf courses dry up during the drought,
even though some regions are on the verge of banning lawn watering. In fact, some
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cannot be made in full.
DWP and its Ratepayers are the largest single source of cash for the City’s General
Fund. The City Utility Tax and the not so transparent 8% Power Transfer Fee are projected
to contribute $315 million (7.2%) and $257 million (5.9%) to the City’s General Fund, a
total of $573 million (13.1%) of the General Fund’s revenues.

“Definitely. Here at Cleveland? Especially,” he said. “I have friends that drink. The
other day, this kid was [passed out] on the bench [after drinking Four Loko].”
“This year, we have had a few incidents where kids came to school intoxicated.
They did make us aware that they had drunk the Four Loko. However, they have also
been helpful in letting us know that there are a lot of stores out there that are just selling
it to minors, without carding them,” Sarris said.
*
*
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LOCAL Events

LAUSD Postpones
Early Start Calendar

classes for children, adults and people with disabilities

Peter Alsop’s Kids Koncerts

Harvey Dunn CPA

and things you cannot imagine. If you have an old “muscle
car” bring it out and show it off at the Macy’s parking lot,
Topanga Canyon Blvd. and Erwin Street. A great family
event, no fee (except if you want a cappuccino).

(818) 887-5137
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Sunday mornings mean fun for families at Will
Geer’s Theatricum Botanicum in Topanga at 10:30 a.m.
in Theatricum’s magical outdoor amphitheater-in-thewoods. This
summer’s
line-up
includes The Hollow Trees
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(Aug. 3); Love Bug & Me (Aug. 10); Randy Kaplan (Aug.
24); Rhythm Child (Sept, 7); Roger Day (Sept. 14); and
series founder Peter Alsop (Sept. 21). Will Geer’s Theatricum Botanicum is located at 1419 North Topanga Canyon
Blvd. in Topanga, midway
between Malibu and the San
Office
Fernando Valley. Tickets are $10 for ages 2 and up (under
220969
free). For more
information
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Ventura
Blvd.,
Suitetickets,
203call
310-455-3723 or log onto www.theatricum.com.

PIANO LESSONS

Woodland Hills, CA 91364

March, 2011

ANDREW ZADOR

Please submit very brief local events, space is limited, by
the 20th, for the following month. Send word document to
yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com.
phone calls or mail.
TRAINEDNoINfaxes,
EUROPE

Rachel Reiter,
15+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Local Events Coordinator

(323) 547-6982

CA Taxpayers and Professors
Write To Express Outrage Over
SFSU-Funded Terrorists
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Special to the Valley Voice

C

E MAIL: yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com

iting broad academic and community outrage, seven groups, urged the California State University (CSU) Board
of Trustees, the group with ultimate authority over educational and fiscal matters at SFSU and all CSU schools, to
launch its own investigation into San Francisco State University (SFSU) Professor Rabab Abdulhadi’s recent use
of $7,000 from SFSU to fly to Jordan, the West Bank and Israel to meet with known terrorists. AMCHA Initiative cofounder Tammi Rossman-Benjamin delivered the letter and remarks at the bi-monthly Board of Trustees meeting.
“On June 24, President Wong defended Abdulhadi’s use of public funds for her personal advocacy mission as
‘research’ and stated that his investigation concluded it complied with ‘established rules without fault or violation’,”
wrote AMCHA Initiative, Institute for Black Solidarity with Israel, Proclaiming Justice to the Nations, Scholars for
Peace in the Middle East, Simon Wiesenthal Center, StandWithUs and Zionist Organization of America. “We are
extremely troubled by President Wong’s statement, as are many others throughout the state and across the county.”
Hundreds of California taxpayers have written to State Controller John Chiang to express their outrage and call
for an investigation into the misuse of state funds. The following are excerpts from some of the letters:
“Please help put a stop to this outrageous abuse of power and resources by any faculty member or
administrator.”
“I am appalled to read about state funds supporting the travels of SFSU professors for a purely political agenda.
You have a fiduciary responsibility to better oversee public funds.”
“I am opposed to any professors using California State funds to go on political tours. It is essential that politics
and research be separated very carefully...”
“This must be audited and the money reimbursed to the state by Rabab Abhulhadi.”
“[T]here is no legitimate personal political advocacy that taxpayers should fund, particularly when it involves
taxpayer funds used for non-educational purposes, e.g. spent primarily for political advocacy…”
“I am writing to you today to express my outrage over SFSU President Wong’s decision to spend thousands
of taxpayer dollars to meet with terrorists. As a California taxpayer and resident, I am calling on you to audit the
university and put an end to President Wong’s funding of terrorist trips.”
“I am...disturbed that funds designated for educational and research purposes are going for avowedly political
purposes that encourage violence and intimidation here on US campuses as well as foster acts of terror overseas.”

A Good Walk Spoiled...
The Valley Voice is published every
last Tuesday of the Month.

Deadline for submission
is the 15th of the month.
August, 2014

(Continued from page 9)
courses like Balboa, Encino, Woodley, Harding and Wilson rely on recycled water for irrigation, so they
aren’t eating into our increasingly scarce potable water supplies. However, Parks and Rec can certainly
water a heck of a lot less and confine irrigation to tee boxes, fairways and greens. Also, they can develop
a water conservation plan and ethic that is far more suited to our Mediterranean climate, rather than the
bayous of the Atchafalaya Basin.
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KEEP SAVING
WATER, L.A.!

dRouGhT

Know your watering days.

T

Northridge Little League
All Stars Capture District
and Sectional Crowns

he San Fernando Valley has always been a hot-bed of baseball talent, producing
players with names like Drysdale, Yount, Elway, Braun, and Stanton.   The recent
performance of Northridge City Little League’s 9 and 10 year old all star baseball
team is continuing this rich tradition of competitive valley baseball, having captured the
District 40 Championship and the Section 2 Championship banner.   
The team has developed the nickname of “Cardiac Kids”, given their propensity of
winning games in a come-from-behind fashion. The boys faced fierce competition at the
District 40 level, but prevailed over teams from Pacoima, Sherman Oaks, and Encino
(3x). Dominant pitching performances from Max Martin, Drew Gustafson, Josh Reyes,
and Will White, and clutch hitting from Zach Romero, Joey Newman, Travis Spranger,
and Matthew Uytioco led the way for “The Kids.” The scrappy bunch was also aided by
stellar defensive performances by Brandon Garfinkel, Tyson Mallas, Indiana Wijay, and
Sammy Toven.
The path to victory through Section 2 wasn’t easy either.   The boys from Northridge
played strong teams from Quartz Hill and Crescenta Valley, but won the Sectional title in
three straight games. It marked the first time in four years that a team from Northridge
City Little league captured a Sectional Title.
The team is skippered by Jack Gustafson, who is assisted by his coaches, David
Mallas, Phil Romero, Matty White, and team mother, Teri Gustafson.   Northridge should
be proud of these volunteers who have brought two Championships to our community,
while providing endless hours of fun and memories to our young boys.
It was a great season, ended only by their losses at Lompoc for the So Cal North Sub
Division III Tournament.

August, 2014
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Water conservation in Los Angeles is mandatory.
Limit your outdoor watering to 3 days a week,
8 minutes per station, before 9 a.m. or after 4 p.m.

LADWP.com/WaterConservation
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#1 in California,
#1 in America,
18 Locations
to Serve
You!

NATIONAL
SALE & Clearance

NO
NO Down Payment
NOMinimum Purchase
Interest*

††

YEARS
Plus
%
10 OFF

On purchases with your Ashley Furniture HomeStore
credit card made between 7/15/2014 to 08/04/2014.
Equal monthly payments required for 60 months.

‡

20 12
%

off

‡

P
L
U
S

MONTHS

NO INTEREST‡‡
NO DOWN PAYMENT ††
NO MINIMUM PURCHASE

On purchases with your Ashley Furniture
HomeStore credit card made between
07/15/2014 and 08/04/2014. Interest will be
charged to your account from the purchase
date if the promotional purchase is not paid
in full with 12 months or if you make a late
payment. Minimum Monthly Payments
required and may pay off purchase before end
of promo period.

#1 IN CALIFORNIA, #1 IN AMERICA, 18 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

NORTHRIDGE
Just East of the
Northridge Mall
9301 Tampa Ave, Ste 1401
Northridge, CA 91324
818-717-1740
www.AshleyFurnitureHomeStore.com

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK:
Monday - Sunday 10am - 9pm

NOW OPEN!
LOS ANGELES
South of the 10, Exit
Convention Center
1810 S Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90015

COLTON
Next to our Factory
855 Ashley Way
Colton, CA 92324
909-433-5303

HAWTHORNE
East of 405,
Rosecrans Exit
14600 Ocean Gate Ave
Hawthorne, CA 90250
310-349-2083

LONG BEACH
West of the 605 in Long
Beach Towne Center
7410 Carson Blvd
Long Beach, CA 90808
562-766-2050

OXNARD
Located in the Market Place
at Oxnard Shopping Center
1721 E Ventura Blvd
Oxnard, CA 93036
805-981-0284

BURBANK
East of the 5
Exit Burbank Blvd
401 N. 1st St
Burbank, CA 91502
818-840-5620

FOUNTAIN VALLEY
Just East of 405 Fwy
18060 Euclid St
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714-549-3200

LAGUNA HILLS
Just North of
the Laguna Hills Mall
24001 El Toro Rd
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949-461-0829

MONTCLAIR
Located South
of Montclair Plaza
5055 S. Montclair Plaza Ln
Montclair, CA 91763
909-625-4420

PALMDALE
Across from the AV Mall
39626 10th St West
Palmdale, CA 93551
661-225-9410

PALM DESERT
Desert Gateway Plaza
34740 Monterey Ave
Palm Desert, CA 92211
760-202-3052

VICTORVILLE
North of Victor Valley Mall
12703 Amargosa Rd
Victorville, CA 92392
760-261-5386

SANTA CLARITA
In the previous
Wickes Furniture building
26520 Carl Boyer Dr
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
661-284-7200

WEST COVINA
Located in the
Eastland Shopping Center
2753 E Eastland Ctr Dr #2050
West Covina, CA 91791
626-938-1480

YORBA LINDA
Just North of Fwy 91
22705 Savi Ranch Pkwy
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
714-363-9900

“Se Habla Español”

*Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases. No interest will be charged on promo purchase and equal monthly payments are required equal to initial promo purchase amount divided equally by the number of months
in promo period until promo is paid in full. The equal monthly payment will be rounded to the next highest whole dollar and may be higher than the minimum payment that would be required if the purchase was a non-promotional
purchase. Regular account terms apply to non-promotional purchases. For new accounts: Purchase APR is 29.99%; Minimum Interest Charge is $2. Existing cardholders should see their credit card agreement for their applicable
terms. Subject to credit approval. Ashley Furniture HomeStores require Sales Tax and Delivery charges to be paid at the time of purchase for finance terms greater than 24 months, on purchases made with your Ashley Furniture
HomeStore credit card.
‡‡Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases. No interest will be charged on the promo purchase if you pay the promo purchase amount in full within 12 Months. If you do not, interest will be assessed on the promo
purchase from the purchase date. Regular account terms apply to non-promotional purchases and, after promotion ends, to promotional balance. For new accounts: Purchase APR is 29.99%; Minimum Interest Charge is $2.
Existing cardholders should see their credit card agreement for their applicable terms. Subject to credit approval. Ashley Furniture HomeStores require Sales Tax and Delivery charges to be paid at the time of purchase for finance
terms greater than 24 months, on purchase made with your Ashley Furniture HomeStore credit card.
‡Previous purchases excluded. Cannot be combined with any other promotion or discount. Discount offers exclude Tempur-Pedic®, Stearns & Foster®, Sealy Optimum™ and Sealy Posturepedic Hybrid™ mattress sets, floor models, clearance items, sales tax, furniture protection plans, warranty, delivery fee,
Manager’s Special pricing, Advertised Special pricing, and 14 Piece Packages and cannot be combined with financing specials. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS. Stoneledge Furniture LLC. and Rockledge LLC., many times have multiple offers, promotions, discounts and financing specials occurring at the same time;
these are allowed to only be used either/or and not both or combined with each other. Although every precaution is taken, errors in price and/or specification may occur in print. We reserve the right to correct any such errors. Picture may not represent item exactly as shown, advertised items may not be on display at
all locations. Some restrictions may apply. Available only at participating locations. †DURABLEND® upholstery products feature a seating area made up of a combination of Polyurethane and/or PVC, Polycotton, and at least 17% Leather Shavings with a skillfully matched combination of Polycotton and Polyurethane
and/or PVC everywhere else. **Leather Match upholstery features top-grain leather in the seating areas and skillfully matched vinyl everywhere else. ††Sales tax and delivery charges (if applicable) are required to be paid at the time of purchase if financing term selected is greater than 24 months. Sales tax and
delivery charges (if applicable) are NOT required to be paid at the time of purchase if financing term selected is 24 months or less. Ashley Furniture HomeStores are independently owned and operated. ©2014 Ashley Furniture HomeStores,Ltd. Promotional Start Date: July 15, 2014. Expires: August 4, 2014.
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